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- Semester 2 - Week 1 - Lecture 1 - 

Introduction and Overview 
 

All information is in the unit reader, but for further reading there are some books available at Co-op 

Bookshop: Nina Lugovskaia’s I Want To Live, Christopher Browning’s Ordinary Men and Tony 

Judt’s A Grand Illusion. For a more in depth look at the twentieth century, Eric Dorn Brose, A 

History of Europe in the Twentieth Century is more comprehensive. 

 

2,500 word research essay = 50% of final mark, due 8 October by 4pm. Deliver to SOPHI office 

with signed cover sheet, hard copy only as there is no electronic submission for this unit. 

 

What do we mean by Europe? 

Europe itself is as much a historical construct as a geographical identity, and in this unit we study 

an expansive definition of Europe.  

 

What is the Twentieth Century? 

Long 19th C: 1789-1914 

Short 20th C: 1914-1991 

In this unit we are looking at the long twentieth century, which is roughly the whole 100 years, but 

going over the edges.  

 

Change vs Continuity 

Was twentieth century Europe characterised more by change, or by continuity?  

‘If we want everything to remain as it is, it will be necessary for everything to change’ – Prince 

Tancredi in Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa’s novel The Leopard 

 

Causal Factors 

- Individual Choices 

- Broader structures and forces 

- Chance (contingency) 

All of these things are factors that bring about the change in the twentieth century, and also serves 

to provoke thought about our own actions.  

 

Text vs Context 
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Texts have explicit meanings, implicit meanings, and unintended meanings. In order to understand 

the text you must understand both the internal logic, and the contextual logic. A prime example is 

triumph of the will 

 

Integration vs Disintegration 

Centripetal Forces 

- Centripetal: moving towards the centre 

- E.g., integration, stabilisation, tempering of change 

- Émile Durkheim: ‘collective consciousness’. 

 

Centrifugal Forces 

- Centrifugal: moving away from the centre 

- E.g., disintegration, crisis, revolutionary change 

- Karl Marx: the sorcerer’s apprentice. 

 

All of these contrasts will be looked at in more detail in later lectures.  

 

 

 
 


